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Fig. 1. A schematic view of the AT-TPC. The outer shielding volume was made transparent
in this image tomake the details of the inner volumemore visible. Beam enters the detector
through the beam duct at the right-hand side of the image and moves toward the sensor
plane on the left. Some components of the digital electronics are shown mounted on the
downstream end of the detector (see Section 2.4).

2. Detector design

As stated above, the design of the AT-TPC is similar to that of
the half-scale Prototype AT-TPC [3]. The most important differences
between the two detectors are the larger size of the full-scale AT-
TPC, the improved sensor plane design, and the addition of a magnetic
field. These improvements are discussed below along with a general
description of the AT-TPC.

2.1. Overview

The AT-TPC consists of a cylindrical active volume of length 1m
and radius 29.2 cm surrounded by a larger concentric shielding volume
(Fig. 1). The active inner volume is filled with a gas that provides
scattering targets for the reaction and a tracking medium for the charged
particles. The choice of fill gas depends on the experiment since it
must contain the target nucleus of interest, but the detector has been
successfully tested both with pure gases (including hydrogen, helium,
isobutane, and carbon dioxide [7]) and with gas mixtures (including
He + CO2). The gas pressure is adjusted based on the incoming beam
energy and the gas properties to give the desired particle range in
the detector; it may be set to any value up to atmospheric pressure.
The outer shielding volume is filled with an insulating gas such as
nitrogen.

The dimensions of the detector were determined by the available
space inside the large-bore solenoidal magnet in which it is installed.
This magnet, which is capable of producing a field of up to 2T at
the center of its bore, was designed for a medical magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) machine and was moved to the NSCL from TRIUMF
after being used for the TWIST experiment [8]. The AT-TPC is mounted
coaxially on rails in the center of the magnet. The longitudinal magnetic
field bends the trajectories of the emitted charged particles in order
to determine their energies and aid in particle identification. Another
direct benefit is the ability to track particles over longer paths, and
for those that stop in the gas volume, to measure their total range.
This ability is enhanced by the larger size of the full-scale AT-TPC as
compared to the half-scale prototype.

The uniformity of the magnetic field is assured by the AT-TPC’s
central location in the solenoid, far from the fringe field regions. A
calculated map of the axial component of the magnetic field inside the
magnet is shown in Fig. 2. The total variation of the field inside the
active volume of the AT-TPC, as indicated by the white rectangle, is
only 20.42mT, a fluctuation of 1.1% compared to the value of 1.908T
at the center.

Fig. 2. Calculated map of the axial (z) component of the magnetic field within the bore
of the solenoid. The center of the sensor plane is located at the origin. The boundary of
the active volume is indicated with a white rectangle.

A uniform electric field is produced inside the active volume by
applying a potential difference on the order of 104 V between the
cathode located at the upstream end of the cylindrical volume and
the anode at its downstream end. To ensure that the electric field is
uniform, the wall of the active volume is surrounded inside and out by
a field cage consisting of 50 concentric ring-shaped electrodes spaced
19.05mm apart. The inner rings have a radius of 28.1 cm, while the
outer rings have a radius of 31.1 cm. The rings are connected to each
other and to the anode and cathode by a chain of 20M⌦ resistors that
gradually steps down the voltage between each ring, establishing evenly
spaced equipotentials for the electric field. An additional voltage on the
order of 500V is applied to the ring closest to the sensor plane to account
for the distance that the sensor plane projects out from the downstream
end plate.

To check the uniformity of the electric field, an electric field cal-
culation was performed4 using Garfield [9]. As discussed by Suzuki
et al. [3], Garfield is limited to two-dimensional geometries, so the elec-
tric field cage was approximated in two dimensions using a collection of
infinite wires. The result of the calculation is shown in Fig. 3, where the
uniformity of the field in the drift region is apparent. This conclusion
is supported by the lack of visible distortions in recorded tracks, even
when particles travel near the edges of the active volume. Finally, the
region closest to the rings, which will have the least-uniform electric
field, is not seen by the sensor plane since the sensor plane’s diameter
is 1.2 cm smaller than the diameter of the inner field cage rings.

The beam enters the active volume through a 3.6 �m thick, 25.4 mm
diameter aluminized para-aramid window at the cathode end of the
detector and travels through the gas, ionizing it. The ionization electrons
are transported by the electric field from where they are produced to the
anode end of the detector, which is composed of a sensor plane equipped
with a bulk-fabricated [10] Micromegas device [11]. The signals from
the sensor plane are then read out by digital electronics mounted on
the outside of the flange enclosing the active volume. These front-end
electronics boards are connected to the sensor plane via feedthrough
boards that isolate them from the gas volume. The absence of cables
between the sensor plane and the front-end preamplifiers simplifies
the assembly of the electronics and greatly reduces the noise. This is
discussed further in Section 2.4.

2.2. Sensor plane

The sensor plane consists of a circular printed circuit board of radius
27.5 cm covered with 10 240 gold-plated triangular electrodes, or pads.
The pads are arranged in a hexagonal inner region of 6144 small pads
with height 0.5 cm surrounded by an outer region of 4096 large pads
with height 1.0 cm (Fig. 4). The inner region of half-scale pads provides
a finer resolution near the reaction vertex, which will generally occur
near the central axis of the detector. Larger pads are used instead in the
outer region to help keep the total number of channels reasonable.

4 F. Montes, private communication.
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Table 1
Properties of the resonances shown in Fig. 4. Energies and widths are given in keV/u. ECM

res is the resonance energy in the center 
of mass frame; Ex is the excitation energy calculated from the resonance assuming !EC − Sn = 2680(20) keV, the energy of the 
ground state resonance; Jπ gives the spin and parity assigned to the resonance; T z indicates the isospin projection; S refers to the 
spectroscopic factor; # is the total resonance width; and #p is the proton width. For quantities with two uncertainties, the first 
value is the systematic uncertainty and the second is statistical.

ECM
res Ex Jπ T z S # #p F p

(keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)

2680 ± 108 ± 20 0 ± 91 ± 28 3/2− 11/2 (47Ar) 0.27 ± 0.03 +0.21
−0.13 15(10) 4.3(4) 2.14 0.15

2990 +117
−124 ± 20 310 +91

−92 ± 28 1/2+ 9/2 (47K) 0.027 ± 0.006 +0.013
−0.007 30(10) 20(2) 3.59 0.04

3280 +125
−127 ± 20 600 +92

−93 ± 28 1/2+ 9/2 (47K) 0.008 ± 0.002 +0.005
−0.006 18(10) 8.0(8) 0.68 0.58

3650 +137
−147 ± 20 970 +95

−99 ± 28 1/2− 11/2 (47Ar) 0.42 ± 0.05 ± 0.09 34(10) 24(2) 5.50 0.01

Fig. 4. Comparison between data and R matrix calculation.

The experimental data is compared to the R matrix calculation 
in Fig. 4, where four candidate resonances are seen. The resonance 
parameters were optimized by manually adjusting the resonance 
energies and spectroscopic factors used as input to DSigmaIV. The 
resonance widths were calculated by this code as a function of 
those parameters. A resonance mixing phase of 20◦ was included 
to account for averaging over the fine structure components of the 
resonances [32,18], and a resonance spreading width of 10 keV 
was included to account for splitting over these states [33,32]. The 
resulting resonance properties are shown in Table 1.

The systematic uncertainty of the resonance energy ECM
res in-

cludes a component from the calibration process, a component 
that accounts for an estimated 5% uncertainty in the drift veloc-
ity, and a component from the uncertainty in the relative Coulomb 
shifts between levels. This last uncertainty was taken to be 64 keV 
from the systematic comparison review on light nuclei done in 
[34]. The systematic uncertainty of the excitation energy Ex is 
smaller because the calibration and drift velocity uncertainties are 
highly correlated between states, leading to a large covariance. The 
systematic uncertainty of the spectroscopic factors was estimated 
from the uncertainty in the height of the resonance peaks.

An F test was performed around each resonance to establish 
the level of statistical significance of the experimental results. This 
test compared the R matrix model shown in Fig. 4 to a null model 
that consists of a horizontal line passing through the origin. The 
comparison was made using the F statistic

F = (RSS0 − RSSR)/(ν0 − νR)

RSSR/νR
, (4)

where RSS is the residual sum of squares, ν is the number of de-
grees of freedom, and subscripts R and 0 refer to the R matrix 
model and the null model, respectively. The value of this statistic 
was calculated for each peak and compared to an F distribution to 
find a p-value for each peak that corresponds to the probability of 
observing a more-extreme deviation from the baseline assuming 
the null model is true. If this p-value was less than a predeter-
mined threshold of 0.10, then the null model was rejected in favor 
of the R matrix model, and the resonance was deemed statisti-
cally significant. The calculated p-values and the values of the F
statistic are shown in Table 1. At the 10% level, the lower-energy 
1/2+ resonance and the 1/2− resonance were statistically signifi-
cant. The p-value calculated for the entire energy range (including 
all four resonances) was < 0.01 (F = 2.81).

Two of the four resonances listed in Table 1 correspond to iso-
baric analogues of states in 47Ar. The 2680 keV resonance was 
identified as the analogue of the ground state of 47Ar, and the 
3650 keV resonance corresponds to its 1/2− first excited state. 
The remaining two 1/2+ resonances do not correspond to known 
states in 47Ar, so they were identified as resonances with a lower 
isospin projection which arise from unbound states in the 47K 
compound nucleus. The spectroscopic factors of these resonances 
were therefore calculated without the factor of 2T0 + 1 = 11 from 
Eq. (1).

The values deduced in the present experiment are compared 
to several previous determinations and shell model calculations in 
Fig. 5. Our determination of the properties of the ground state are 
compatible with the previous experiment within 2σ , but the ob-
served parameters of the first excited 1/2− state do not agree with 
the literature values. The observed excitation energy of this state 
is somewhat lower than the previously reported value of 1130 keV 
[4]. This is compatible with the previously mentioned fluctuations 
in the Coulomb shift and the experimental error.

Several factors may influence the absolute spectroscopic factor 
as deduced from the R matrix analysis of the present work.

• Optical model parameters used: in the angular and energy do-
main of the present work the potential scattering amplitude 
is dominated by Rutherford so the main influence will come 
from the phases in the resonant term that interferes with the 
potential scattering.

• Spreading width: a resonance integral, defined as the integral 
of the deviation from unity in Fig. 4, was used to quantify the 
resonance effect. It was checked that this quantity was not 
very sensitive to variations of the spreading width, less than 
10%.

• Resonance mixing phase: the resonance mixing phase changes 
the interference pattern between the potential and resonant 
amplitudes. Introducing the value of 20◦ from [32,18] im-
proved the fit for the 1/2− resonance for example. From 
our rough estimation, a reasonable variation of the resonance 
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